Causal broadcasting has been introduced to reduce the asynchrony of communication channels inside groups of processes. It states that if two broadcast messages are causally related by the happened-before relation, these messages are delivered in their sending order to each process of the group. Even though protocols implementing causal broadcasting do not add control messages, they su er from the typical pitfall of the timestamping technique: to ensure causal ordering application messages have to piggyback a vector time of counters whose range of variation is unbounded. In this paper, we investigate such a range and de ne the concept of vector times window of a process in which all counters of a vector time of a just arrived message at that process fall. We prove that, by using a causal broadcasting protocol that follows a positive acknowledgement method, the width of the vector times window of each process is limited. This allows a modulo k implementation of vector times when considering k greater than the width of the vector time window of each process. The protocol is applicable to data link or transport layer using acknowledge messages to ensure reliable transfer of data. The paper proposes a causal broadcasting protocol in the case of reliable and unreliable networks.
Introduction
Asynchrony of communication channels is one of the major causes of nondeterminism in distributed systems. The concept of causal ordering of messages has been introduced in the context of broadcasting communication by Birman and Joseph BJ87] in order to reduce such an asynchrony. Causal ordering means that if two broadcast messages are causally related Lam78], they are delivered in their sending order to each process.
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To master asynchrony, other communication modes have been de ned such as FIFO, Rendezvous and logical instantaneous ordering SI94]. However, from the user viewpoint, causal ordering increases the control of a distributed application compared to a simple FIFO ordering, at the cost of a reduction of the potential concurrency of the distributed application. Compared with logically instantaneous communication, causal ordering provides more concurrency and simplicity of implementation. Moreover, causal ordering is not prone to deadlock as Rendezvous, being an asynchronous paradigm of communication. Actually, causal ordering extends the concept of FIFO channels connecting one sender and one receiver to systems connecting several senders and one receiver.
Causal ordering has been proved to be very useful in taking snapshots of distributed applications, in controlling distributed applications, in managing replicated data and in allowing consistent observations of distributed computations BR94, RST91] . Recently, extensions of causal ordering have been proposed to cope with mobile computing environments PRS95] and with unreliable networks and distributed applications whose messages have limited time validity BMR96]. Moreover, the concept of causal ordering is not restrict to message-passing environments. In the context of shared-memory systems, the causal memory has been introduced in ANBKH95] as consistency criterion. Such a criterion does not introduce latencies while executing read and write operations.
Even though several protocols implementing causal ordering appeared in the literature BJ87, SES89, RST91, BSS91], this communication mode is not yet widely used in commercial platforms because such protocols su er from the typical pitfall of the timestamping (logical or physical) technique: to ensure causal ordering, in the context of broadcasting, application messages have to piggyback a vector time of unbounded integers (counters) whose size is given by the number of processes Mat89], this vector represents actually the control information of a protocol. However, these protocols do not add control messages.
On the other hand, data-link and transport layer of communication systems use messages, called acknowledgements (acks, for short), to indicate the successful reception of data. In this paper we investigate the range of variation of counters of vector times and de ne the concept of vector times window of a process in which all counters of a vector time of a just arrived message at that process fall. We prove that, by using a causal broadcasting protocol that follows a positive acknowledgement method Tan89, Ray87] , the width of the vector times window of each process is limited. This allows a modulo k implementation of vector times when considering k greater than the width of the vector time window of each process. We rst propose a causal broadcasting protocol in which a process can send a message only when acks of the previous message, sent by the same process, have been received. Then, we analyse the general case in which a credit ct 1 is associated with each sending process; in this case, a process can send ct consecutive messages before receiving the corresponding acks. Credits allow overhead reduction without signi cant loss of concurrency. Finally, in the case of ct = 1, we propose a causal broadcasting protocol that relies on unreliable channels.
The protocol, we propose, is then applicable to transport layer of communication networks which provides end-to-end, FIFO and reliable data transfer by employing acks, such us TCP, OSI/TP4, VTMP and Delta-t, DDKMRW90, Tan89] . Since, reliable data transfer is a function provided, in some networks (e.g. Advanced Peer-to-Peer Networking built on SNA DDKMRW90, Tan89]), by the data-link layer, this protocol is applicable to data-link layer as well. Examples of algorithms that adopt acks to ensure FIFO and reliable channels can be found in BSW69, Ste76, CK74, Tan89] .
In Section 2 the general model of a distributed computation, the concept of causal relation among events, vector times and causal ordering on deliveries are introduced. Moreover, in Section 2.6, the concept of vector times window is introduced. Section 3 presents a causal broadcasting protocol in the case of reliable channels when considering each process can send one message at a time. At this end, in the same section the positive acknowledgement method and the modulo k implementation of vector times are introduced. A protocol that can broadcast at most ct consecutive messages, without waiting the corresponding acks, is discussed in Section 3.4. A causal broadcasting protocol in the case of unreliable channels with the mechanisms to solve message duplication and message looses are shown in Section 4.
Model of Distributed Computations

Distributed programs
A distributed program is a nite set P of n sequential processes fP 1 ; P 2 ; : : :; P n g that communicate only by broadcasting messages 1 . The underlying system, where distributed programs execute, is composed of n processors (for simplicity's sake, we assume one process per processor) that can exchange messages. We assume that each pair of processes is connected by an asynchronous and FIFO logical channel (transmission delays are unpredictable). In Section 3 we assume reliable channels as well. This assumption will be removed (i.e., unreliable channels) in Section 4. Processors do not have a shared memory and there is no bound for their relative speeds.
Distributed executions
Execution of a process P i produces a sequence of events which can be classi ed as: broadcast events, deliver events and internal events. An internal event may change only local variables, but broadcast or delivery events involve communication. In particular, each broadcast event produces n delivery events, one for each process. Events occurred in a process P i are ordered by a relation of local precedence, denoted i , de ned in the following way: a i b , "a" and "b" have been produced by P i and"a" has been produced before "b" From communications point of view, each message can be associated with its broadcast and delivery events. These events can be structured by a relation of message precedence, denoted m , in the following way: 1 In this paper, we consider a message the atomic unit of data movement in the system. Results of the following Sections apply even though we consider packets or byte streams as atomic data unit.
Two events a and b are concurrent, denoted a k b, i :(b ! a) and :(a ! b). The happened-before relation allows to represent a distributed computation as a partial order of events, called b E = (E; !) where E is the set of all events. Hereafter, we call M( b E) the set of all messages exchanged in b E and we do not consider internal events since actually they do not a ect the causal ordering of events.
Finally, we say that a message m 0 , sent by P i , is an immediate predecessor on P i of a message m, denoted m 0 i ; m, i broadcast(m 0 ) ! broadcast(m) and there does not exist a message m 00 such that broadcast(m 0 ) i broadcast(m 00 ) and broadcast(m 00 ) ! broadcast(m)
Vector Times
To capture the causality relation between relevant events of a distributed computation, vector times were introduced simultaneously and independently by Fidge Fid91] and Mattern Mat89] . A vector time for a process P i , denoted V T i , is a vector of counters whose dimension is equal to the number of processes. In contrast to standard vector times, in what follows we assume broadcast events as the only relevant events and V T i j] representing P i 's knowledge of the number of messages broadcast by P j and delivered to P i . Vector times are update according to the following rules: There are w2 j i consecutive messages, sent by process P j and delivered to P i , that are concurrent to message m, as shown in Figure 2 .b. Message m can be delivered to P i without violating causal ordering.
V T i j] = V T m j]
Message m is a causal successor of the V T i j]-th message sent by P j and delivered to P i . Message m can be delivered to P i without violating causal ordering.
If all counters of V T m fall either in the case 3 or in the case 2, message m can be safely delivered. The delivery of a message m, in which some counter of V T m falls in case 1, would violate the causal ordering. The delivery condition causes to wait all messages causally preceding m arrive at P i , so such counters fall in case 2.
So upon the arrival of message m at process P i , counters of V T m fall in a range of variation that spans between V T i j] + w1 j i and V T i j] ? w2 j i . A vector times window V TW i is composed of a set of window V TW j i one for each process P j . The number w1 j i + w2 j i represents the width of the window V TW j i . As an example the vector time window V TW j i is shown in Figure 3 . In the general setting, as the one described in this Section, where transmission times are unpredictable, for any j, w1 j i , w2 j i and, therefore, the width of V TW i are non-limited. Hence, for the algorithm of Figure  1 , a modulo k implementation of vector times is impossible.
A Causal Broadcasting Protocol for Reliable Channels 3.1 Positive Acknowledgement Method
To implement causal ordering, previous protocols SES89, BSS91, RST91] add only control information to application messages, there is no use of acknowledge messages (acks). So when a message m arrives, it can be delayed, by means of a delivery condition, until it becomes true, i.e., all messages that causally precede m have been delivered.
Here, we assume processes follow a stop-and-wait approach: a process broadcasts a message and waits for all the acks before executing any other broadcast event. Once all acks have arrived, such a broadcast message is said to be \fully acknowledged" which corresponds to the occurrence of the event fully:ack(m). On the other side, each time a process receives a broadcast message, it sends an ack. Hence at the underlying system level six types of events occur while processing broadcast m: send of message (broadcast(m)), arrival of message (arrival(m)), delivery of message (deliver(m)), send of ack (send:ack(m)), arrival of ack This synchronisation is local and can be easily implemented by a boolean variable processing broadcast in each process. The value TRUE indicates that the process has broadcast a message m and it is waiting for fully:ack(m) event. As soon as the event fully:ack(m) occurs processing broadcast toggles enabling other broadcast of messages.
Modulo k Implementation of Vector Times
In this subsection we prove that, in a causal broadcasting protocol based on the Positive Acknowledgement (PA) method and the send condition SC 1 , each process has the width of its vector times window limited: , sent by process P j which have been delivered to P i and are concurrent to a message m just arrived at P i . From Lemma 3.3, there is at most one message m 0 concurrent to m for each process P j (i 6 = j), so w1 2 i is equal to one and the claim follows. 2
In this setting, counters of vector times can actually be limited since the range of variation of all the vector times windows is limited and the step by which each vector time counter increases is 1 (due to the FIFO property of channels). So we have the following invariant: (8i; 8j) :: (w1 j i + w2 j i ) 2 This allows a modulo k implementation of counters of vector times by choosing k greater than the maximum di erence between any two counters i.e., k 3. An example of such a window is shown in Figure  6 when considering k equal to 4 and w1 j i = w2 j i to 1.
The Protocol
The causal broadcasting protocol is described in Figure 7 . When requesting to broadcast a message m, process P i rst waits till a previous broadcast message, if there is, be fully acknowledged (line S1) and end. There must be at least one message m, causally preceding m x , sent by P k that either has not arrived at process P j or is arrived and delayed, so the delivery of m x would violate the causal ordering. From Lemma 3.1, we have m k ; m x . Considering the reliable and broadcast nature of channels and messages respectively, sooner or later m arrives at P j . Now, two cases are possible:
1. m is delivered. This causes, by line R2, the delivery of m x .
3 this part of the proof is similar to the one in BSS91]. 
m is
delayed. The same argument can be applied to a message m 0 , sent by P w (with w 6 = i 6 = h), such that m 0 w ; m. Due to the nite number of processes and messages, sooner or later we fall either in case 1 or in the case h = i. So we have a contradiction.
A Protocol with Credits
The drawback of the previous solution lies in the fact that only one message at a time can be sent by each process, as captured by the send condition SC 1 , this implies a synchronization between any pair of successive messages sent by the same process. This reduces the potential concurrency of the system. In this section we suppose that a message can send up to ct 1 consecutive broadcast messages m 1 ; : : :m ct before receiving the corresponding acks. So the send condition SC 1 can be extented as follows: for any pair sequence of ct+1 broadcast messages m i ; : : :m i+ct sent by the same process P i we have:
The number ct is called the credit associated with the sender CK74, Ray87, Tan89]. Credits reduce the number of synchronization in the send condition, but increase the width of the vector times window. Indeed as shown in Figure 8 .a, upon the arrival of a message m sent by P j , there could be at most ct consecutive messages m 1 : : :; m ct sent by P k that causally precede m (broadcast(m y ) ! broadcast(m) (with y 2 f1 : : :ctg)) and such that deliver(m) i deliver(m y ) (with y 2 f1 : : :ctg). Indeed, let us assume m ct+1 be a message sent by P k that causally precede message m and that deliver(m) i deliver(m ct+1 ). On the other hand, as shown in Figure 8 .b, upon the arrival of a message m sent by P j , there could be at most ct consecutive messages m 1 : : :; m ct sent by P k and such that broadcast(m y ) k broadcast(m) (with y 2 f1 : : :ctg). Indeed, due to the FIFO property, message m will be delivered to P k before the arrival at P j of the ack message related to m 1 . So broadcast(m) ! broadcast(m ct+1 ). Hence, upon the arrival of message m at process P i , we have V T i j] ? V T m j] w2 j i = ct.
In doing so, concerning the width of the vector time windows, we have the following invariant: (8i; 8j) :: (w1 j i + w2 j i ) 2ct So a modulo k implementation of vector times with k 2ct + 1 is allowed and the size of such vectors is ndlog ke bits. Hence, the allocation of 4 bits for each vector time counter allows to manage seven credits with a size of the vector time equal to n=2 bytes.
To handle credits the protocol of Figure 7 needs some modi cation. In particular, to implement the send condition SC ct , the boolean variable processing broadcast becomes an integer one (initialised to zero) and lines S1 and S2 should be replaced with the following lines: We remark that if the credit is appropriately chosen, broadcast of very few messages will be prohibited because acks will be received before the credit is exhausted. So a proper choice of a credit value will lead to overhead reduction (bounded vector times instead of unbounded ones) and insigni cant loss of concurrency.
A Causal Broadcasting Protocol for Unreliable Channels
In this Section, we rst de ne the assumptions, the positive acknowledge retransmission method (to avoid message losses), the additional data structures to be endowed in each process and then the mechanism to remove message duplication. The detailed description of the protocol concludes this Section. For clarity's and brevity's sake, we assume in the following ct = 1 and the pseudo-code of the protocol contains statements derived from di erent concurrent languages. In particular we use the par and seq statement derived from 
Assumptions
In this Section, we assume that messages can be lost, duplicated and alterated. The existence of a mechanism of detection of altered message, such us parity check or CRC, is assumed. So altered messages are corrected or discarded by this mechanism. In the latter case, from the protocol viewpoint, these messages are actually lost. It is also assumed that messages cannot be desequenced (i.e., FIFO property of channels holds) and that a channel cannot loose all messages it transports.
The Positive Acknowledgement Retransmission Method
The positive acknowledgement method with retransmission is a variation of the method shown in Section 3.1 to avoid message looses. If a sender, after a certain time, does not receive an ack of the reception of message m, it assumes m lost and retransmits it. By the above assumptions, at least one copy of the message m and of the corresponding ack m , sooner or later, will reach their destination processes. This protocol involves a guard clock system (timeout) endowed in each sender process. If the message m, assumed lost, was only delayed, this protocol leads to message duplication. Duplication can concern both the message m and the respective ack m message. So a mechanism to solve message duplication has to be designed.
Additional Data Structures
Each process P i maintains two additional data structures to avoid message duplications: ack i : array 1; : : :n] of boolean; DEL i : array 1; : : :n] of vector times;
The variables ack i h] (h 2 f1; : : :ng) are set to FALSE before P i sends a broadcast message m. The variable ack i j] equal to TRUE means that the ack m message, sent by process P j , has been delivered to P i .
The variable DEL i j] is the vector time associated with the last broadcast message sent by process P j and delivered to P i . Components of this array are initialised with vector times whose components are set to k ? 1. The causal broadcasting protocol for unreliable channels is shown in Figure 10 .
Solving Message Duplication
Let us consider a pair of processes, P i and P j , and P i sends a broadcast message m to P j . In Figure 9 two cases of message duplication, involving the sender and the receiver process, are shown.
Duplication in the receiver occurs either when message ack m is lost (Figure 9 .a) or it is received from the sender after the expiration of the timeout (Figure 9.b) . In both cases, P i re-sends the message m (line S7 of Figure 10 ) that will be received and delivered twice to P j (line R5). To solve such duplications, as soon as message m is delivered, the vector time associated with it is stored in DEL j i] (line R6). So when other copies of message m, if they exist, reach P j , it tests if the message has been delivered (line R1). If it is, only the message ack m is sent (line R8) and no delivery is executed.
Duplication in the sender occurs when a message ack m is received after the expiration of the timeout (line S12). Indeed, P i re-sends the message m (line S7) that will cause the multiple reception of ack m message ( . So, by means of a selective receive statement (line S9), only the ack message carrying the vector time of the message currently processed by P i , is received. Other ack messages are discarded by the selective receive statement, since they concern a message that was broadcast earlier than the one currently processed by P i .
The protocol
When requesting to broadcast a message m, process P i rst waits till a previous broadcast message, if any, be fully acknowledged (line S1), sets the variable processing broadcast to TRUE and stores the current vector time V T i in V T m . Afterward, a logical process is created to handle message replication on each one of the n channels (line S3). The mechanism removing message duplication for each channel (sender side), described above, starts on line S4 up to line S15. The message m is re-sent (line S7) each timeout unit of times till an ack m is received (line S10). When all ack m messages have been received, line S17 and line S18 are executed atomically.
Upon the arrival of message m, according to the protocol removing message duplication (receiver side), it is tested if m has been already delivered (line R1). If it was not, m is delivered (line R4) as soon as the predicate DC(m) is true (line R3) and then data structure are updated according to V T m (line R5 and R6). In both cases, an ack m message is sent to P j (line R8). Lines R4 up to R6 are executed atomically.
Conclusion
In this paper two causal broadcasting protocols in the context of reliable and unreliable channels have been proposed. These protocols overcome the typical pitfall of the timestamping technique: to enforce causal ordering application messages have to piggyback a vector time of counters whose range of variation is unbounded. We have introduced the concept of vector times window that represents the range of variation of vector time counters in the delivery condition of a causal ordering protocol. We proved that, if a causal broadcasting protocol adopts a positive acknowledgment method, the width of this window is limited. This allows a modulo k implementation of vector times when considering k greater than the width of the vector times window of each process.
A modulo k implementation of vector times ensures causal ordering on deliveries by piggybacking, on each application message, a vector time of ndlog ke bits. The cost we have to pay is the presence of local procedure BROADCAST(m; i): % m is the message, P i is the sender % begin wait (processing broadcast);
synchronizations between messages, sent by the same process, due to the send condition. This reduces the potential concurrency of the system compared with protocols that does not use control messages BSS91, RST91, BMR96]. Indeed, these protocols have only synchronizations due to the delivery condition which, on the other hand, are present also in our protocol. To reduce the number of local synchronizations, we have discussed a protocol which uses credits; in this case a process can send a sequence of consecutive messages before receiving the corresponding acks. This reduction of local synchronizations is payed by wider vector times windows. However, if the credit is appropriately choosen, broadcast of very few messages will be prohibited because acks will be received before the credit is exausted. At the same time, if the credit is not too high, the di erence between sending n integer as a vector clok and ndlog ke bits as vector clock will be signi cant. So a proper choice of a credit value will lead to overhead reduction and insigni cant loos of concurrency.
Finally, the interest of this solution lies also in the fact that data and transport layers of communication networks employ ack messages to ensure FIFO and reliable communication channels Tan89], so they could be used to enforce causal ordering as well.
